Fairfield County Board of DD
Leadership Team Report
May 16, 2017
Finance

Beth Seifert

Revenues:
Revenues were approximately $864,700 above projections.
Property Taxes
Medicaid (Adult Day, Non-Medical Transportation, Supported Employment, TCM)
OOD (Community Employment, Benefit Analysis, Project Search & Discover U)
ODE
Excess Cost Billing to Local District
One on One Aide Reimbursements
Match billed to Family, Adult, Children First Council
REM – Adult Day Services
Waiver Match Reconciliation SFY 15

$ 568,700
$99,200
$8,600
$24,500
$32,200
$-23,800
$16,200
$35,400
$ 61,400
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Expenditures:
Expenditures were approximately $1,253,900 below projections.
Salary and Benefits were below projections by $338,200.


There were 23 vacancies in the month of April
o JobFusion (4), Three positions will not be filled.
o Educational Aides (10), Position is based on student need, 2 of
these have been filled with individuals from the OC.
o Opportunity Center (3), Positions will not be filled
o Service and Supports (3), two (new) positions are currently posted
and one position will not be filled at this time.
o Administration (2), one (new) position has been filled and will be
starting in May. One position (PT) has also been filled and will be
starting in May.
o QA (1), one (new) position was approved in the budget contingent
on need. This position has not been created/approved by the
board.



The worker’s compensation premium paid was $49,600 less than
anticipated.

Non-wage expenditures were $915,700 below projections.


Contract services accounts for $208,800 of the variance.
o Therapy Services $65,300
o Purchased Property Services $52,100
o Purchased Housing $-112,200
o Purchased Provider/Transportation Services $115,200



Waiver match and admin fees were under budget by $661,100.



Both the supply and capital accounts were under budget $53,500 and
$129,100 respectively.
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Adult Services

Kyle Miller

Adult Services – General:
As we mentioned in last months Board meeting, the Parent Meeting at the OC
seemed very positive. Although we did not have the turnout we had at the
previous parent meeting, the tone of the meeting was much more positive and
supportive of the transition. It seemed like John’s recommendation for the
County to stay more directly involved through the end of the year resonated with
the families in attendance. As with John’s piece of the meeting, Morgan Lyles of
the FI board gave a clear explanation of FI’s decision making and interest in
continuing to play a part in the transition. Amanda Kennedy outlined LNE’s
history and philosophy with examples of the services they provide. Amanda got
the most questions from the parents and confidently responded with
explanations from past practice. Amanda also invited parents to enlist in a
parent support group to meet monthly with her to monitor quality and have open
discussion of the day-to-day services provided. These actions clearly align with
commitment 4 step 7 of the QIP.
The County Board staff has continued the challenge to share as much insight
with LNE as possible. Both the Lifecoaches and Programming staff have worked
side-by-side with their LNE counterparts to identify and ensure all critical
information is transitioned. The Lifecoaches have prioritized sharing the interests
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and best practices for the people they are most familiar. The Programming staff
continues to make sure all applicable documentation is completed and located
where it needs to be. In addition, they are working with the LNE programming
staff to complete a quick reference document for everyone who receives services
at the OC, so all important information is readily available. The new system to
schedule services that balance community integration and meaningful services in
the building has stumbled a little, but as the LNE staff gain a better
understanding of the expectations of LNE Administration, there has been
continued improvement. These changes align with Commitment 4.) Action Step
7 of the 2017 QIP, “build capacity among partners … aligning with community
and employment first.”
JobFusion continues to align all functions with meeting the needs of OOD.
Although planning for the Summer Youth services started months ago, last
month required responding to many of the referrals for the various opportunities.
There were also considerable job search activities including a bump in the
number of interviews for the job seekers working with JobFusion. The outcomes
we anticipate from this activity will continue the momentum of providing personcentered employment services as noted in the 2017 Q.I.P. Commitment 2 Action
Step 7.
April Business Connections:
Job Developer, Sarah Fries, spent the month of April venturing out into the
community and notifying staff of potential job leads in the area. In addition,
Employment Support Coordinator, April Wagner, has been focused on the
upcoming Summer Youth Program. As a piece of Summer Youth, Job
Developers Amanda Cruz and Sarah Fries are outreaching to local businesses for
work experience opportunities, as well as career exploration opportunities. The
team is hoping to finalize those sites in early May. (QIP-Commitment 3, Number
6)
Sarah Fries and Amanda Cruz also met with representatives from New Horizons
to meet a new staff member, as well as continue to enhance our vendor
network. Sarah was also able to outreach and meet with Brian Woodruff, the
new Workforce Development Supervisor for Job & Family Services. Brian has
been invited to JobFusion’s quarterly Employment Vendor meeting. In addition to
making more individual contacts, the Business Advisory Council is looking to add
to current membership, as well as the possibility of changing meeting times to
better fit member schedules. (QIP-Commitment 4, Number 7 and QIPCommitment 4, Number 8)
New Hires and Interviews:
There was quite a bit of activity for JobFusion job seekers in the month of April.
There were 17 interviews with various employers in Fairfield County including
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those with which we have previously worked (McDonald’s, Kroger Marketplace,
and Kohl’s), but there were also many first time employers as well (Waffle
House, Cinemark, and Dairy Queen). Four job seekers were offered and accepted
positions. (QIP-Commitment 2, Number 7)
Colin D. had been searching for a bussing position for a while when he applied
for the position at Bob Evans in Canal Winchester. Colin attended two interviews
for the position and was offered the job on the spot at his second interview. The
job is perfect for Colin. It highlights his skill sets and allows him to work a
schedule he is comfortable with. Colin is doing a wonderful job in his position
and everyone at Bob Evans enjoys having him there.
Aaron D. was looking for a position that would fit him really well. In the past,
Aaron has worked in jobs, but they were not exactly what he wanted. For this
job search, he had been looking for janitorial/custodial related positions.
JobFusion was approached by ServiceMaster for a cleaning role at the
Courthouse. The position was discussed with Aaron and he wanted to move
forward with it. He has been doing a great job of learning his janitorial position
at the Courthouse!
Cassie K. started her new job at Scrambler Marie's in Lancaster on April 1st and
it was no joke, she fell in love with her hostess position right away and wants to
work her way up to waitressing and beyond! Cassie has been an intern at Project
SEARCH since August 2016 and has excelled at each of the departments with
which she has worked at Fairfield Medical Center. Cassie has always wanted a
job where she could make a difference for people and has the opportunity to
brighten their days. She has demonstrated an energy and determination to
improve her skills and be the best she can be at her new position. There is no
doubt she will achieve these goals.
Nicholas M. recently was employed at FedEx as a part-time employee, but has
been seeking full-time hours that they could not supply. He has a background in
logistics with two other warehouses as well. He and his Job Trainer came upon
the opportunity to work for Licking/Knox Goodwill Industries as a General
Cleaner at DSCC Proper (Defense Supply Center Columbus). After a 3-panel
interview, Nicholas was offered the job on the spot! He has begun his new
dayshift, full-time role where he is responsible for cleaning a specific area of the
compound with a team of other cleaners. Nic has learned his new role quickly
and is enjoying the new responsibilities.
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FMC-Project SEARCH:
April was an exciting month for Project SEARCH students with three obtaining
jobs in the community. Cassie K. is the new weekend Hostess at Scrambler
Marie’s. Jordan H. has started his new job as Lobby Attendant working for the
Residence Inn in
downtown Columbus.
Tara P. is working in
Materials Management at
FMC for her final
internship, but has
started a new job
working in the kitchen
for Frisch’s Big Boy
restaurant in Groveport.
(Pictured Left to Right: Cassie, Jordan, Tara) (QIP-Commitment 2, Number 7)
The remaining Project SEARCH students are
working with their respective Job Developers to
secure person-centered employment as quickly as
possible.
Two Project SEARCH students, Haley (left) and
Cassie (right), helped set tables at the Crossroads
Center prior to the FMC celebration dinner. (QIPCommitment 3, Number 6)
DiscoverU :
Opportunities at DiscoverU keep expanding and as soon as a new schedule of
open classes is published, it fills up. Specific classes are added and changed up
every month. We were fortunate to have Carrie Woody from Lancaster Public
Transit show the new Express Routes (loops) and how to use them. Dean Raloff
concluded his two-part training on stress relief – a well-received subject. Safety
Training by Mark Giesler concluded our three select classes covering basic safety
drills, intruders, bomb threats, fire extinguishers – do you know how to use one?
(QIP-Commitment 1, Number 12)
Melane Barlow taught four weekly sessions of Charting the LifeCourse to four
individuals and their team members. The training is a tool to assist in creating a
vision for the future. It is designed to help you think about the questions to ask
as well as the choice, options and life experiences to consider as you “plot a
course” to a full and meaningful life. It is intended to be a starting point no
matter where you are in your life journey. Melane skillfully and expertly trained
the diverse class of consumers, parents, relatives, providers and ISCs. (QIPCommitment 4, Number 7)
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Every week two ladies volunteer their time tutoring at DiscoverU. Lori
Williamson, pictured left, teaches phonics
while Kay Helm, on right, exposes folks to a
world outside of their own by learning to
read and hosting the Next Chapter Book
Club. These two women are passionate
about what they do and share their gifts to
one individual or many. Thank you, ladies,
we appreciate you!
One of the free classes DiscoverU hosts is a four week basic typing course.
Participants at various levels are able to go through tutorials to gain this skill.
Determined to learn to type, these participants have made tremendous strides!

Employment Totals:
Total Jobs Hired, Lost and Employed
Hired

Resignation

Job Loss
in 2016*

Job Loss
in 2017

Employed

Assisted
Other
Vendors

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1
2
2
4

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
4

2
1
1
2

87
88
89
87

0
0
0
0

YTD Total:

9

1

4

6

0

*”Job Loss in 2016” references a job that was resigned/terminated in 2016,
but JobFusion did not become aware until 2017.
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OOD REVENUE:
JobFusion OOD Payments for April 2017 - $15,245.38
Year to Date for 2017 – $106,599.06
OOD Revenue Information
OOD Revenue
Totals

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

$24,279.69
$30,302.62
$36,771.37
$15,245.38

YTD Total:

$106,599.06
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JobFusion Division Snapshot:
Section 1: Jobs
Total number of people employed in the community assisted by JobFusion
New hires in April 2017
Year to date new hires in 2017
Job losses due to resignation in 2017
Job losses due to termination in 2017
Year to date job losses in 2017
Number of people receiving active Job Development Services (an active job search in
place)

89
4
9
1
6
6
24

Section 2: Total Services Provided
Total number of people receiving Community Employment Services via JobFusion

110
0

Total number of people receiving BVR assessments (CBA, CX, Etc.)
Section 3: Internships
Number of people currently participating in an internship program
 Fairfield Medical Center – Project SEARCH




8
7
0
0
1

DiscoverU – Work for It
DSW – Project SEARCH
Art & Clay / Square 7

Section 4: DiscoverU Partners & Participants
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Opportunities for Ohioans with Disabilities
(OOD)
DiscoverU provides paid work experience while at the
same time developing work ethics that the business
community values. DiscoverU computer lab is open to
job seekers for online job searches, mock interviews,
developing resumes, and applying for jobs. OOD
Counselors utilize DU for meetings with job seekers and
JobFusion staff.
Opportunities Ahead
Working with area high schools, the Discover U staff
teaches generally-accepted work conduct to enhance
what students learn in the classroom. Students have
the opportunity to experience an evidence-based
curriculum, as well as actual work experience with
business partners located in River Valley Mall in
Lancaster.
DU Monthly Trainings
DiscoverU offers monthly trainings to enhance typing,
computer, money, reading, and interviewing skills. The
trainings are free and open to anyone who is
interested.
Volunteers/Presenters
DiscoverU collaborates with volunteers and presenters
to provide an array of trainings. Each
volunteer/presenter brings their own style and
expertise to share with those attending the training.
DiscoverU Tours and Orientation
DiscoverU is an innovative training and employment
model developed to provide participants with the
opportunity to experience the expectations of a real
work environment. Those interested in learning more
about the operation and services can schedule a tour
with DiscoverU staff.
River Valley Mall Business Partnerships
DU has built 14 business relationships with River Valley
Mall businesses.

Total number of OOD
participants

12

Total number of OOD
Counselors

5

Total number of Students

13

Total number of School Staff

6

Total number of Participants

24

Total number of Participants
not receiving DD services

0

Total number of
Volunteers/Presenters

5

Total number of Participants
attending tour or orientation

2

Total number utilizing DiscoverU 67
Total number of Businesses
(DiscoverU partnered with
this month)

Section 5: The Opportunity Center
Total number of people attending the OC referred to JobFusion to actively seek
employment (BVR) for 2017
Total number of people attending the OC that JobFusion has supported jobs for in 2017
Total number of people with decreased services at a VocHab in April
Total number of people no longer receiving VocHab services
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4

6
1
1
0

Artist in Residence:
Pamela Whiteley
We hosted our first FREE Professional Development seminar in April. This
seminar covered the basics on how to properly document your artwork. After
spending many hours creating art it’s only respectful to appropriately photograph
and catalog your work. Columbus artist, Daric Gill, made the trip to share his
knowledge on this topic. He’ll return on May 6th for our next topic: Creating a
Digital Portfolio and Website.
A few more artists were able to view our local art exhibits before they ended. We
walked to the solo exhibit at FCDL, Circular Abstracts at DACO and the Keller
Market. The Keller Market works with local artisans to help market and sell their
wares. Artists learned how to approach the market manager with interest and
how their application process works.
At the end of the month Kayla, Peggy and I visited Passion Works Studio in
Athens. We got a tour of the studio and chatted with a few artists. I was able to
talk with their studio coordinator about how their studio operates, learn about
their transition from ATCO to a private provider and what that will look like for
them in the future.
Benefits Consultations/Analysis:
Darenda Geer
During March 2017, 31 BVR/BSVI fee-for-service Benefits Analyses were
conducted at $285. The monthly billing for April 2017 is $8,835 and the year-todate billing (2017) is $38,190. Ron Swain completed one analysis while Julie
Koehler completed four of the 31. Turn-around time for receipt of BPQYs from
the Social Security Administration has increased as well as inability to connect
with beneficiaries for their consultation. Six referrals were extended due to not
being able to connect with the beneficiary. Currently there are 48 referrals from
OOD, County DD’s pending analysis fee-for-service at $285 each (the fee was
supposed to increase in April). For those who are licensed to $321.25. Thirtyeight referrals were received in April.
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Turn-around time from receipt of referral to completion of Benefits Analysis
decreased slightly to 24 days.

Ron Swain continues to support Darenda Geer working 10-hours/week,
performing benefits analysis, providing guidance, and conducting training for an
entity in Cleveland per agreement with FCBDD.
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Services and Support
Total Enrollment for the program

Wendy Ricker
1172 Same as April

TDD waiver enrollment
enrolled waivers

0 -1 (all are transitioned)

The Transitions (TDD) Waiver established in 2002 to accommodate individuals who
were being served on the Ohio Home Care waiver who had an intermediate care
facility level of care. This waiver was administered by JFS until 1/1/13 at which
time DODD took over responsibility. Starting July 2015, TDD waivers will begin
transitioning to other DD waivers: Individual Options, Level One or SELF waivers.

IO waiver enrollment
enrolled waivers
waiting list
emergencies this year
enrolled this year
remaining budgeted to dispense this year

213
578
2
2
3

same
+5
2017
2017
2017

192
345
0
0
20

-6
+4
2017
2017
2017

Level One Waiver
enrolled waivers
waiting list
emergencies this year
New enrolled this year
remaining budgeted to dispense this year

Self-Empowered Life Funding (SELF)
waiver
enrolled waivers
emergencies this year
New enrolled this year
remaining budgeted to dispense this year

33
0
0
0

+1

2017
2017
2017
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The SELF waiver is Ohio's first participant-directed waiver. Participant direction means
individuals with developmental disabilities have authority to make decisions about their
waiver services, and accept responsibility for taking a direct role in managing services. SELF
waiver services include: Support Brokerage • Community Inclusion (Personal Assistance,
Transportation) • Integrated Employment • Functional Behavioral Assessment •
Clinical/Therapeutic Intervention • Participant-Directed Goods and Services •
Participant/Family Stability Assistance • Remote Monitoring • Remote Monitoring Equipment
• Residential Respite • Community Respite • Adult Day Supports • Vocational Habilitation •
Supported Employment – Enclave • Non-Medical Transportation

Locally Funded Services
Individuals in RSS home
Title XX
Individuals with personal assets or pending waivers
Discovery Services

$38,097.60
$28,828.80
$175,843.84
$11,200.00

Individuals in a Nursing Home
Individuals on Transitions Waiver

$62,073.60
$0

-21001.92
No change
-4001.75
No change

No change
-13,176.00

0
Individuals who have redirected their budget

$13,810.60

No change

Individuals on an individual budget can choose to redirect the local portion of their
adult services / non-medical transportation budget to community activities they and
their team believe will have more meaningful outcomes

Services and Supports:
The Services and Supports department is strengthening community partnerships
with Jobs and Family Services, especially the Protective Services department.
Our agencies are sometimes working with mutual individuals and families and we
want to maximize resources and supports. We had an initial joint agency
meeting that explained and introduced individual support coordination and an
overview of our agency mission. In April and May we have been actively
engaged in a series of lunch & learn sessions to further educate each other
about specific services. Michelle Snyder, Kathy Curry and Michelle Dexter have
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presented information to Protective Services staff about Introduction and
Eligibility, Family Support Services, and Community Resources and Waivers. JFS
will begin educating our staff about mandated reporting, screening and their
referral process on May 23, 2017. We will be scheduling other learning sessions
for June. I hope to replicate these joint educational sessions with other
community partners. David Baum and I have an initial meeting scheduled with
ADAMH, Fairfield Medical Center and New Horizons representatives on
May 16, 2017 to discuss strengthening collaboration.
Introduction and Eligibility:
David Baum
Michelle completed 32 cases in the month of April with 4 Community referrals to
the Introduction and Eligibility department that did not follow through
(3 ages 6-15 and 1 age 16+). 7 people (3 Age 6-15, 4 age 16+) did not have a
qualifying diagnosis from Community Referrals. Redeterminations saw 2 people
(age 6) that did not have a qualifying diagnosis. 3 people did not follow through
(age 3-5) for their redetermination. Therefore; a total of 18 individuals were
assessed and determined eligible/ineligible for the month of March

A total of 8 individuals needed re-determination due to their age changing
(Turning 3, 6, 16 or 21). Out of the 8 individuals; 1 was determined eligible
(Turning 3), 2 were determined eligible (Turning 6), 4 were determined eligible
(Turning 16) and 1 was ineligible. The person determined ineligible was turning
3.
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8 individuals were either new or community referrals. 5 new/community referrals
were determined Eligible (4 Individuals ages 3-5 & 1 Individual ages 6-15). 3 of
the new/community referrals who were determined not eligible were as followed:
2 ages 6-15 and 1 Ages 16+.
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Community Connections:

Julie Bruckelmeyer

New Individual Referrals for connection
Active Referrals

1
21

Successful Connections
Resource
Volunteerism/give back
1:1 Friendship connections

5 (furniture)
1
2

New Community Connections entered in CCM
Individuals

4

Organizations

0

FC Networkers

118

Presentations to local groups

1

Parent to Parent Connections:

10 families (EI Event at
Keller Market)

CCC Highlights & Happenings:
QIP 3.5: Promote community focused socialization and strengthen collaboration
with community groups.
Three self-advocates from Dynamite Abilities met with Project Search students at
FMC to define self-advocacy, to explain how it has helped them work toward
their personal goals and to invite them to the monthly meetings. We had 26 selfadvocates at our April meeting and we learned about self-awareness. Bailee
Burkart, Senior at LHS and granddaughter of Kim and John Conrad, will support
2 children during their summer camp experience at Alley Park and Geneva Hills.
Bailee has her childcare certification and will attend our First Aid and CPR
training Fin May. Three adults stepped out of their comfort zones to try new
things and engage the community based on their interests. One adult tried Next
Chapter Book Club, another opted to volunteer at the dog shelter, and the third
person decided to try Fiber Art at Art & Clay, a community Bible study group and
the Dynamite Abilities self-advocacy monthly meeting. We continue to be
challenged with transportation, including LPT rides that could not be scheduled
and due to lack of money to pay for a ride. Thirteen Pickerington high school
students and Key Club members, volunteered to play with 11 children at the
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monthly Kiwanis playgroup, while their parents attended Coffee, Tea and Autism
parent meeting. Families are coming from Fairfield and Franklin counties as our
location makes it convenient for Reynoldsburg residents. 8 of the 13 high schoole
students are interested in providing occasional childcare this summer and
provided their phone number and email addresses so parents could contact them
to make arrangements for care. Six adults attended the Beginners Basic Cooking
class offered to the public by the OSU Extension Office. They have one more
session in May. Eight adults from the Lancaster area attended the ODNR
Archery Camp at Apache Bowhunter’s Club. This was a free weekend camp,
complete with tent camping and a lot of rain. I got an email from KC who said
she loved the camp, made 5 friends and can’t wait to return next year. This
email was a breath of fresh air since sometimes KC focuses on the negative side
of things. It was a very busy month with individuals moving and I need to give a
big shout out to our friends, allies and neighbors of Fairfield Connect who
generously responded to my email requests for furniture and household items.
Two neighbors donated their trucks and personal time to pick-up and deliver
items and numerous individuals delivered items to me to help adults live more
independently. DD staff also responded with great generosity.
Individual Support Coordination:
Lois Everitt
QIP 8.1: Expand person-centered thinking and planning to all team members
(providers, families, individuals, community members, and staff) through training
and integration of these practices.
Four individuals and their teams finished the first 4 classes of “Charting
their Life Course to a Good Life” . Developing a plan to chart their course of
how they were going to accomplish the Core Belief: All People have the right
to live, love, work, play, and pursue their life aspirations just as others do in
their community.
SP determined that she would like to give back to her community more and help
rescue animals. KS wants to explore dog reading and maybe open her own
business or offer this service to others. JS wants to learn more about trains and
other opportunities that maybe available to him in through exploring this interest
in Ohio. JM wants to develop a relationship with another and also has interests
in trains. Although the first four classes are over for this group they also
established some connections and ways that they could get together to help
support each other in their dreams and aspirations. A new class of four
additional people is slated for the month of May.
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Individual Support Coordination:
LaTisha Bloom
QIP 1.14: Analyze the efficiency and effectiveness of the Imagine System Tool.
The Imagine QIP started in April. We met for the first time in early April and
came together to discuss the survey that was sent out to ISCs a number of
weeks before. I compiled a list of common themes and then our group went over
that list and narrowed it down to a top 10 list that they feel holds them up when
working in the system. We decided on a plan to meet once a month and dive
into 2-3 of these items each time to determine why people are having problems
with it and come up with suggestions that would fix it. I will then communicate
these problems/suggestions to DODD for feedback on if and how it can be
modified to increase the effectiveness of the system.
Michelle Dexter and I went to DODD this month with 2 members of the QIP,
Janie Heston and Tanna Kerr, for an all-day work group session. As a group with
representatives from several other counties we went through the system page by
page to discuss what could be deleted, what needed to be added, and any
problems that currently existed. The DODD team was VERY receptive to
feedback and ideas that were given and stated that they would be making the
changes we asked for. As a whole we felt very positive about it when the day
was over and look forward to the changes to come. A few days after the meeting
I had a conference call with Wendy Ricker and DODD to discuss the concerns we
have with the system. They set up a day to have another conference call with
me to run some diagnostic tests on the speed of Imagine and we also scheduled
a day for them to come to Fairfield County in May to have discussions with the
QIP and then observe a handful of ISCs putting information into the system to
determine what may be slowing us down. The diagnostic testing was completed
a few days later, with participation of Brian Plummer, and found that there were
some concerns with the speed of information being returned and they said they
would start taking a look at how to fix that.
Individual Support Coordination:
Teresa Scarpitti
Some very exciting things happened for individuals from Pickerington this month.
Alex Woodall, along with his service dog Carlos, graduated from Wright State
University on April 29, 2017 with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Spanish. Jenny
Loch graduated from Columbus State Community College with a certification as
an Early Childhood Aide. Jenny did her practicum at Kindercare and is seeking
employment in the childcare field. Dale Brick participated in a Paralympic
swimming event at SPIRE Institute in Geneva, Ohio. And thanks to his SELF
waiver, Dale’s brother Jordan was able to receive the care he needed so his
family could attend Dale’s event. Congratulation Alex (and Carlos), Jenny and
Dale!
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Transition Services:
Susan Barnett
th
Project Search: Graduation is approaching on May 18 ! The students are
excited to begin their next steps into the world of work. We have 2 students
currently employed. One is working at Frisch’s in Groveport as a dishwasher
earning $9.50/hour for 20 hours/week until school is out, then hours will
increase. The other student is working at Residence Inn in Columbus in
housekeeping on the weekends, 16 hours per week until school ends then his
hours will be increased. He is making $9.00/hr. Both are very happy with their
jobs and are excelling! Job development continues for the other students getting
ready to graduate.
Transition Services: We are getting ready for graduations across the county.
We currently have 17 graduates. One is moving out of county, so out of the 16
remaining are:
Participating in
11 work related
students activities
Staying at home,
but connected for
community
1 integrated
student activities
4 Attending an ADS
students site

69%

6%
25%

This is over the national and state average of students graduating and attending
work related activities! Great job to the Transition ISC’s: Kyle Morris, Lisa Boley,
and Elizabeth Andrews for your hard work with schools, families and our
students. They are passing the torch to adult ISC’s to continue these students
on their journey.
Resource Management Team:
Michelle Dexter
TDD wavier transition is completed! The Services and Supports department has
successfully transitioned all of our TDD waivers to other DODD waivers. This
was required to be completed by 6/30/2017.
SSA Funding for exit waivers….
We completed our second one-time funding request for $1000.00 reimbursement
from DODD to assist with ISC service costs of transitioning a person out of an
ICF/DD to an apartment with a roommate.
Spring Giveback Project was the Easter Event with Forest Rose School. Monica
Cooperrider and the team put together activities as an alternative to a traditional
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egg hunt that allowed more participation for the students at the school. The
activities included: face painting, create your own Maracas, a marshmallow
catapult, and so on.

Business Development & Gov’t Relations

David Uhl

As we worked through DD Awareness Month, we realized that there are a several
number of employees out in the community on a regular basis. In an effort to
ensure that we are all saying the same things, as well as ensuring that we are
not scheduling on top of one another, a group came together this past month
called the Community Outreach Team (C.O.T…no, it is not a very sexy acronym).
The COT consists of members of Community Relations, Community Outreach,
Business Development & Government Relations, JobFusion, and Planning. In the
first meeting, we worked to ensure that we all understood one another’s roles
and primary functions. Going forward, the team will work on developing several
public presentations that are standard from a brand and language standpoint,
yet customizable depending on audience from a content standpoint. This is a
great step forward in further organizing our work in the community.
During the April meeting of the Financial Advisory Committee, we presented an
updated logic map for Social Return on Investment. While this will always be a
work in progress, the Financial Advisory Committee signed off and endorsed the
overall method and model. Now we need to consider how we might present this
information going forward, as well as ensure that it is added to regularly and
kept up-to-date. Another question to consider is, could this model be applied to
other areas of the agency? It is certainly possible!
The Emerging Leaders Program held its 9th and final session on May 1st. I
wanted to share some comments from the participants’ as they reflected on how
the program added value to them over the past 9 months:


The QBQ book/session was most powerful. Reshaped my thinking in
difficult scenarios and situations. QBQ helped me with my approach in
situations. 360 Degree Leader helped me to see that I can be a strong
leader in my current position and that I can help others to lead, as well.



Absolutely loved the experience. Learning about each participant and
what they do was great. QBQ book/session was valuable. This
experience made me feel like I was more valuable to the organization.
The ELP added value to me and made me feel like I could add value to
the organization.



I took something from each session. I have been a supervisor for 7 years.
I was just thrown in and I have never had a leadership class. Got a lot of
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great tools from the sessions. I have applied what I learned by sharing
with staff and peers. I have done some training in another department
and incorporated some of what I learned. I am much more intentional
now because of this program.


Enjoyed opportunity to give presentations the most. Got to know others
from different departments. Pete Moore was great. 5 Dysfunctions of a
team was a favorite. The ELP helped me to realize that I can be a leader
on my team



Favorite session: Difficult conversations. Feel there were useful tools
gained throughout the program, and that even though I wasn’t too
outspoken, I took a lot from the sessions and have applied them to
several areas of life. I had fun with the group and found them to be an
interesting group to spend time with.



I had a lightbulb moment early on. In my mind, I never stopped to enjoy
the things or people around me because I always had to move on to the
next checklist item. Covey helped me in this area. I have been stopping
to take time to enjoy more of the things around me and the people
around me. I didn’t do that before. Really impacted me at work and at
home. It gave me permission to enjoy things, even when the work
wasn’t done. I am better investing my time now. Getting to know
everyone was great too. I feel like the people in this class are my allies
now.



The ELP provided a good focus on character leadership and how I can
learn and grow to help others. 7 Habits was a favorite. QBQ and
StrengthFinders, too. I am a better husband, supervisor, and leader
because of this program and I am able to create a better culture for staff
around me. I am seeking to understand better and ask better questions.
Leadership starts with me. I am better equipped now to equip and
develop others.



My AHA moments were with QBQ and with Pete Moore and
StrengthFinders. I want to be a stronger leader. The personal
accountability discussion really helped me. It gave me permission to
focus on my strengths and not worry so much about my weaknesses. I
have never been given permission to put less emphasis on my
weaknesses. I am more intentional now because of the program. I am
more aware of who I am and how I am perceived. My QIP team will be
the beneficiaries of my experience with the program. I would have never
read all of these books if not for this class. I am better able to make a
difference now.
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Good to Great and 7 Habits were my favorite. One take-a-way was to
never settle. Sometimes I get tired of fighting, but Good to Great showed
me that I need to keep fighting for what I believe because it is in the fight
that change and transformation can happen. Pete Moore was great.
Each person in the class inspired me



My greatest take-a-way was that I am the only one who can change me.
You can’t force a puppy to poop. This class made me look at me and
what only I can do. I used what I learned in this class to go to a leader
and say, here is a problem…what can I do to help solve it. Before I would
have just went and complained. I looked at upper management
differently after this class. It helped me reassess things that are
important to me, ensuring that I am on the right seat on the bus. I am
trying to lead more by example.

It was an unbelievable honor to be a part of working with this group of leaders.
A great number of people made it the huge success it was, including John,
Cindy, Ray, Derrick, Kyle, and a number of outside presenters. Also, thanks to
the Senior Leadership Team and supervisors for investing in their employees and
allotting time for them to participate in the program. Finally, a huge thank you
to the participants. As the saying goes, you get out of something what you put
into it. That is true, and each of the 10 people in the program worked hard,
invested time in preparation and class, and they are now different because of
their commitment. Congratulations to them all:











David Baum, Community Outreach Supervisor
LaTisha Bloom, Individual Service Coordinator Supervisor
Lisa Boley, Individual Service Coordinator
Julie Bruckelmeyer, Community Connections Coordinator
Karissa Carpenter, Planning Coordinator
Leslie Dancho, Community Support Manager
Beth Dillehay, Individual Budget Specialist
Janie Heston, Individual Service Coordinator
Kyle Morris, Individual Service Coordinator
Kevin Rigsby, Facilities Manager

All board members are invited to join the Superintendent Pekar, the Senior
Leadership Team, supervisors, and the graduates of the first ever Fairfield DD
Emerging Leaders Program at a lunch on Thursday, June 1 at 11:30 am. We will
be upstairs at Ale House 1890. Each participant will be recognized for their work
over the past nine months. RSVP to David by May 26th: duhl@fairfielddd.com.
Hope you can join us to celebrate!!!
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150 West Main Street
Mitsi Niceswanger
Art & Clay on Main:
Summer Camps are filling up. We have accepted scholarships for several of
these registrants, given to them through monies made available from FCBDD. It’s
a really great partnership. Temple filmed a segment of Fairfield Today, focusing
on our collaborative camps this summer. If you haven’t yet had the chance, take
a look! We sat down with Temple as well as Teresa from the Ohio Glass
Museum and Trish from the DACO, and talked all about our curriculum and
projects and just how very excited we are for this upcoming summer of
experiences!
We are working very hard to keep our art classes on the competitive and
creative edge. April classes included canvas painting, ceramic painting, wheel
throwing series, and a wet clay hand building mug class. Our customers are now
expecting to regularly see wet clay offerings, and we have every indication that
this medium will be a mainstay for us.
Our April Introductory Wheel Throwing class was another sell-out. We are
continuing to offer this class, and have just brought on another ceramicist, with
whom we also “barter”. We have discovered there are a lot of talented
ceramicists who don’t have a home studio, and are always looking for a place to
“throw”. So what we’ve started doing, is strike up a deal to barter as opposed to
paying them to teach our introductory wet clay classes, instead we give them
free studio time and kiln use. These things are invaluable to a potter who
doesn’t have their own equipment at home. It’s a big win for them and us!
Square 7 Coffee House:
We participated again this year in Destination Downtown Lancaster’s
Chocolate Walk”. The turnout was HUGE! We had Kelly Vaughn performing live
from 7-10 during this event. As ticket holders strolled through for their samples
that we carefully selected, from our chocolatier Coblentz. This year we gave out
Milk Chocolate covered Espresso Bean Fudge and Rocky Road chocolate fudge.
Live music in April included Kelly Zullo, Kelly Vaughn, and Kyle Lewis who did a
special Saturday afternoon performance during Easter Egg painting. Kyle
specializes in “Sing A Longs”, a performance where he invites the customers
(particularly young ones), to come on stage and share the mic. Our painting
customers LOVE it. We will continue this format around holidays and special
events.
Ricky began his 10 week internship just after Bree completed hers. Bree has
been back in as a customer and client multiple times since leaving, and tells us
every time how much she misses her internship. We had a very special exit
interview with Bree and her mother. It’s a wonderful thing, when providers and
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families who are initially so very reluctant to support a work experience…only to
see the benefit it has on the individual, and then exuberantly embrace it. Bree’s
mom shared with us, that this successful venture has opened her eyes to so
many more things she feels Bree can tackle, that she previously was not sure.

Human Resources and Operations

Cindy Hillberry

Human Resources:
During the month of April, the Facilities Tech, ISC, and ISC-Behavior Support
Strategist positions were posted. The Payroll Clerk position was filled and new
hire procedures are be completed for that position. Rachel helped in the planning
of the All-Staff In-Service by bringing in a new speaker on behalf of the Wellness
Committee. We continue to try to work closely with the adult services and fiscal
departments on planning for the transition.
Positions posted: Substitutes, Behavior Support Strategist (SSA), Individual
Support Coordinator (SSA)
Positions in the process of being filled: Facilities Tech (Admin/HR)
Positions filled: Payroll Coordinator (Admin/Fiscal), Receptionist – PT (Admin)
New Staff/Staff Changes:
No new staff began during the month of April.
Highlights from April FairfieldDD In Focus:
The first Special Olympics track practice took place. The Athletic Director, Sonya
Downour, her husband and some Berne Union students will be volunteering with
the team. Sonya gave all the Berne Union athletes track t-shirts as a welcome
gift. There are four BU students who have committed to helping this season.
There was a great turnout on a rainy morning for the “Eating the Rainbow”
program. Families touched by our Early Intervention team came together with
their kiddos to learn about healthy eating and to spend some time playing and
sharing with new friends. Thanks to the Keller Market House and OSU extension
for their help making this happen!
A COLLABORATION OF ART CAMPS by Art & Clay on Main, Decorative Arts
Center of Ohio (DACO), & the Ohio Glass Museum (OGM) is scheduled to take
place this summer. This camp is designed to teach kids various marbleizing
techniques from three different downtown art studios. Throughout the week
kids will progress through each studio learning new techniques and gaining
different perspectives about marbleizing. Projects will include (and not be limited
to): ceramic painting with a fun technique to marbleize the glazes, glass
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blowing, marbleizing fabrics and papers. Children will also be taught the age old
sport of Marbles!
Operations and Maintenance:
Kevin Rigsby
Update on the sprinkler project, we received new drawings on May 5th. The
engineers are revising the estimated cost of the project and I’m expecting us to
meet mid-May to discuss putting this out for bid. The project to replace the 2
RTU’s at PRO has started and we will keep you updated. We are preparing to
relocate office furniture and small remodel work to help our staff at the OC once
LNE relocates in late June. We are continuing our efforts to look at new ways to
lower our energy costs, while maintaining great customer service a safe and
clean work place for our staff and the people we serve.

Quality, Innovation & Planning

Ray Schmidt

LPT Report
Week
1
2
3
4

Total Trips
442
546
444
560

>10 Min
Window
68
71
73
71

Within Trip Window
Window Performance
374
85%
475
87%
371
84%
489
87%

Trip<60
Minutes
321
400
310
374

Trips Over
60 Minutes
121
146
134
186

Performance %
73%
73%
70%
67%

# of Individuals
Served
70
70
71
69

Performance parameters for April were consistent with other months, and we
had only one significant incident; one of our enrollees became very agitated on
the start of the ride home and the bus needed to return so we could find other
transportation to get them home safely.
Provider Meetings:
We are in our final preparation for our first resource fair in years. We currently
have 29 providers signed up, along with speakers for special sessions throughout
the day. We are providing this fair on two days; the first is at the Crossroads
Center on Thursday, May 18th, and the second is May 23rd at the Pickerington
Office. Both events run from 11am – 7pm. We are very excited about this
opportunity for our individuals, families, and providers as they share the
information they need to make great connections and get the services that are
needed. I want to recognize Karissa Carpenter who has organized a team for
this project and really steam-rolled this effort into reality.
QIP Goal – Happiness and Budget:
Nearly 15 years ago, John made a commitment to the board that if we went with
individual budgets, people would be happier, and it would cost less money. We
have a committee that is working on this vision, and we are several steps closer
to having information that can help us answer this question. Mark Geisler has
found old satisfaction data from the 2004-2006 era that we can use to get some
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empirical information to compare 25 people from then to now to see how
satisfied they are with their life and services. Michelle Dexter has been gathering
financial information on those same individuals to see how their budgets
compare. Finally, we will do personal interviews with both the individual and
their support team (families, ISCs, and service providers) to get a picture of what
each of their lives have been like for the past 15 years. The result should be a
very interesting book of progress that we think will tell a very interesting story
from a very personal perspective.
CARF:
Mark continues to have gentle, easy meetings with our leaders and staff about
the upcoming CARF survey that will likely occur in September 2017. Mark and I
are completing our request for the survey, and that should be submitted well
ahead of time (due entirely to Mark’s effective prompting).
All-Staff Training Day:
We had our latest All-Staff Training Day last
Friday, and Darrick and a large team of
employees once again made this a great
day. We were inspired by speakers like Peg
Tobin and Eric Metzger, got to cut into a real
brain with the help of COSI, and learned
some lessons on wellness from Greg Smith.
Our own Kyle Miller and David Baum also
chipped in to provide training on
Employment First.
One of the most touching moments
was when John recognized nine
staff members from the Opportunity
Center who have helped us through
the entire transition process and will
continue to work with us through
the end of June. Cindy Stewart
gave an impromptu and inspirational
talk about her 34 years with our
agency. It was a bittersweet
moment, but a wonderful chance to
show our appreciation to not just the nine people standing on stage, but the
hundreds of staff who have made Fairfield Industries and the Opportunity Center
a successful program for nearly fifty years.
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Community Connections (CCM):
We have two more counties that want to use CCM – both Pickaway and Athens
will soon join the 14 counties who are using the software, and from each of
these partners we learn more about how to improve a tool that can help us really
connect people in the community. On Friday, May 12th, Brian Karissa and I will
present the newest updates to the software at the Ohio Association of County
Boards Spring Conference. We will even do a sneak peek at RoadMap, the
software we currently use to develop our solutions for transportation.

Marketing/Community Relations

Temple Montanez

May has started off well. This issue of the Imagine newsletter was extremely
well-received, perhaps as a result of a feature human interest story about a few
individuals we serve. This is especially gratifying because I have been working
diligently and encouraging the ISCs to share their stories about people doing
great things. They are starting to respond and the stories they are forwarding
are enlightening and interesting. I have begun frequenting their meetings and
the ISC supervisors are great about reminding them all to stay in contact with
me. Thanks to their whole department.
A news release regarding the amount of money given in summer scholarships
went out the first of May to all media and to all county employees, as well as our
email list.
The radio show this month has featured Janie Heston, child’s ISC and Theresa
Estel from Geneva Hills. We are lending our knowledge to Geneva Hills this
summer as they host FIVE all-abilities camps to children in Fairfield County. It is
my hope that these type of partnerships will be the new normal. They will
require training and guidance from Fairfield DD but we will not be involved
financially. I plan to send them a behavior specialist in early June to train their
staff.
The TV show this month features another collaboration, the progressive art
camps being offered by Art & Clay, Ohio Glass Museum and the Decorative Art
Center. We were able to film at all three locations, highlighting the partnership
and stressing the all-abilities portion.
Our March free movie night featuring Dr. Emilio Amigo from Amigo Family
Counseling has led to another partnership. Dr. Amigo and Ray Schmidt have
been addressing needs on both sides of the coin and Dr. Amigo recently came to
the ISC meeting to speak and take questions. Hopefully, he will return in the fall
to address the entire staff.
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A new group has formed called COT which is made up of those people within the
agency who regularly address the public – Job Fusion, Employment, Marketing,
Community Connections and David Uhl. It is our hope that by meeting regularly
we can ensure we not only are always staying consistent, but that we are
reaching a broader audience.
Finally, website traffic continues to grow. Attached are the latest analytics as of
May 8, 2017.
WEBSITE – First Week of May:
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FACEBOOK – First Week of May:
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Educational Services

Jodi Blais

Planning – QIP
1.6 Analyze Early Intervention Services assessing the correlation
between the completion of evidence –based practices and the
continuation of DD services. (Rebecca Nixon- Lead)
1.8 Provide opportunities for parents/families to gain information on
ways to support their children’s development utilizing an assistive
technology device at home and in the community. (Cathy Hunter –Lead)
This month, the Speech-Language Pathologist provided one mother an hour and
a half training on her child’s eye gaze device (Augmentative and Alternative
Communication (AAC)) on 5/1.
2.8 Establish a Parent Advisory Council at Forest Rose School that
aligns with the “Step up to Quality” program to provide parents an
arena to share information and discuss challenging issues their
students face. (Jodi Blais- Lead) This will begin next school year.
3.3 Provide Forest Rose School transition-age students with
preparation for living and working in a 21st century global community.
(Cathy Hunter – Lead)
During the month of May, the Senior Room Students continued to complete
weekly trips to the grocery store, volunteered in the clothing donation center at
the First Baptist Church, and collected and sorted the school and PRO office
recycling. We have two students moving to adult services at the end of this
school year and have taken the students two mornings a week to the Hope
Center to ensure a smooth transition. Our Speech Language Pathologist has also
met with the Hope Center staff to train them on the communication devices of
these two young men.
3.5 Promote community –focused socialization and strengthen
collaboration through meaningful connections. (Julie Brucklemeyer &
Rebecca Nixon-Lead)
4.1 Increase opportunities for Forest Rose School students to
participate in meaningful ways in their home school districts and
communities by increasing community –wide capacity and capability
for including all children in public schools and beyond. (Jodi Blais-Lead)
Senior class students have been invited to attend a Luau at Pickerington Central
High School with other students from that district and throughout the county.
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4.9 Utilize the Play Project as a platform to guide and train Early
Intervention and Forest Rose School staff to provide evidence-based
services to families with children on the autism spectrum. (Rebecca
Nixon & Jodi Blais- Lead)
Kim Leland and Melissa Sherrer from Early Intervention presented an overview
on the Play Project Initiative to the Forest Rose School staff and one of our
board members on May 2nd during the staff meeting.
Preschool and School Age:
We are holding a Field Day for students on May 17th from 12- 2pm.
There will be animals including a llama, goat, mini donkey, mini horse,
hedgehog, and ball python. We will have outdoor games and activities like beach
ball volleyball and an obstacle course with bikes planned. Popcorn and snow
cones will be provided and we are excited to have lots of helpers from the
Fairfield Union key club members.
The county superintendents held their May meeting here and took some time
after their morning meeting to come and visit with the students from their
districts.
Saturday, April 22nd we held the annual Family Fun Fair at Forest Rose for the
third year. It was a day filled with our community partners offering free activities
for families to enjoy with their young children. As it was very cold, all of the
activities were inside except the firetruck and neighborhood watch vehicles.
270 adults, children and volunteers were able to enjoy the free day of activities,
which is a 22% increase over last year.
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Please join us for graduation if you are able. Both ceremonies will be held in the
multipurpose room at Forest Rose.
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Preschool graduation is Thursday, May 25th at 6:30 pm
High School is Tuesday May 30th at 1:00 pm.
Early Intervention:

Rebecca Nixon

Early Intervention is currently providing services to 171 families in Fairfield
County. In April we received 13 referrals from Help Me Grow and there were 7
children who transitioned out of our program.
3.5 Promote community–focused socialization and strengthen collaboration
through meaningful connections. (Julie Brucklemeyer & Rebecca Nixon-Lead)
Our Eating the Rainbow event on April 11th was a wonderful collaboration with
OSU Extension and Keller Market House. Twenty four family members joined us
on that rainy morning to learn about nutrition, taste the foods of the rainbow
and make fruit smoothies. The children had fun playing and making new friends.
We have received great feedback from the families. Our hope is to keep this
focus on nutrition and its importance regarding developmental milestones alive in
our daily discussions with the families we serve.

Jamie and Everett Bowman enjoying a fruit smoothie drink! Kim Leland, DS, reading the book Grow, Raise, Catch!
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Play time during our Eating the Rainbow event.

The Early Intervention Team

4.9 Utilize the Play Project as a platform to guide and train Early Intervention
and Forest Rose School staff to provide evidence-based services to families with
children on the autism spectrum. (Rebecca Nixon & Jodi Blais- Lead)
On May 3rd, Developmental Specialists, Melissa Sherrer and Kim Leland gave a
half hour presentation on the PLAY Project to the staff at Forest Rose School.
PLAY stands for Play and Language for Autistic Youngsters. Dr. Richard Solomon
designed this program in 2001 to support parents in developing a joyous
relationship with their children with autism spectrum disorders. It is the first
developmental, relationship-based, parent training model with research results
that show improvements in autism symptomatology. The focus is on helping
parents meet their children where they are developmentally and to participate in
activities their children enjoy.
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